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Presentation Notes
General Overview.First Step in Cross-Training.Show Other Departments What CMS Does.Discuss Our Procedures.How Other Libraries Handle Procedures.Questions or Comments Welcome Throughout
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agenda for Today:Elements that Made Up a MARC Record.Essential MARC Tags (Good for Smaller Libraries & So You Know What Tags are Part of a Good Record).Impact of Cataloging on Record Indexing.Call Number Classification Schemes.Copy Cataloging. Authority Records: Their Significance, the Elements and how those are Cataloged. Digital Collections.What People are Talking About.



What is MARC? 

♦From http://www.loc.gov/marc: 
   “MARC is the acronym for Machine-Readable Cataloging. 

Library of Congress led the initiative thirty years ago to 
define a format for data. This data allows computers to 
exchange, use and interpret bibliographic information for 
the purposes of indexing and display. The data elements 
for MARC make up the foundation for most library 
catalogs today. You will also hear MARC referred to as 
USMARC or MARC21.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARC is simply an acronym for “Machine-Readable Cataloging.”The Library of Congress decided thirty years ago that librarians needed a format for data, a standard for inputting data into a system.This data allows computers to exchange and interpret bibliographic information using MARC fields, indicators and subfields. Automation systems will use this data in conjunction with system policies to determine how the data should be indexed for searching and how it should display in the online catalog.Some librarians will refer to MARC as MARC21 or as USMARC. Almost every country has their own variation on the MARC21 Format. So, you will sometimes see a reference to the DENMARC or UKMARC protocols. These are just variations on the USMARC Format for Denmark and the UK.OPEN LOC SITE.

http://www.loc.gov/marc


MARC Elements 
♦ Fixed Fields 
♦ Control Numbers 
♦ Call Number Values 
♦ Author & Title Data 
♦ Edition Statements 
♦ Publication 

Information 
♦ Series Statements 
♦ Descriptions & Notes 

♦ Subject Headings  
♦ Added Entries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are most of the elements that make up a MARC record. They kind of fit together like puzzle pieces to form a complete MARC record.First of all, you have fixed fields. Patrons will not see fixed field data in the online catalog. It will typically only be viewed by technical services but it includes things like language, publication date, frequency, record type….As an example, a record may have a record type field coded with a “e” to say that the record is actually a MAP. In addition, the Date field may read 1864. We’ll talk a little more about these fields in just a few minutes when we login into Workflows to examine some of our bibliographic records.Control numbers would be the ISBN, LCCN, OCLC or ISSN. There are others but these are the basic fields that are assigned as control numbers. These numbers can be used to match on if you wish to overlay a bibliographic record later.Call Numbers get assigned within the system using one of several call number fields available. These are dependent on the type of classification scheme(s) your library uses.There are, of course, basic author and title fields.Edition statements and publication information can also be pretty important to patrons. For instance, a patron may come in looking specifically for the large print edition or for the edition published in 2005.If the title is part of a series, you will use a series statement.Descriptions & notes are used to record information such as the size of the item, how many pages, whether there are illustrations or not. You may have notes that give summary of the book or a local note that records information important to technical services, such as “item was repaired on January 25, 2005.” Subject headings are obviously important for users looking for material on a given topic. Subject headings are governed by Library of Congress.Finally, added entries might include an added author or illustrator for an item. In addition, some libraries may use an electronic access tag to link to an electronic version of a document or to a web site that’s been cataloged.



Sample Record 
Description MARC Data 
LCCN 010 2005921149 
ISBN 020 0439784549 (hardcover) 
LC Call # 050 PZ7 .R79836 |b Halc 2005 
Dewey # 082 [FIC] |2 22 
Author 100 Rowling, J.K. 
Title 245 Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince/ |cby J.K 

Rowling 
Edition 250 1st American Edition 
Publication 260 New York, NY: |bArthur A. Levine Books, |c2005. 
Description 300 652 p.: |billustrations; |c24 cm. 
Note 500 Sequel to: Harry Potter and the Order of the 

Phoenix 
Topical Subject 650 Wizards|vFiction 
Geographic Subject 651 England|vFiction 
Added Author 700 GrandPre, Mary, |eillustrator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample of the 1st American Edition of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince by J.K. Rowling published in 2005. The control number for this record could be the LCCN or the ISBN. In many cases it is the ISBN or OCLC number. Again, control numbers are taken from the bibliographic record and used as a control number in the system for purposes of matching on records.There are two call number fields here, one for a Library of Congress call number and one for a Dewey number. Since we are a Dewey library, we would use the 082 or we might assign a local Dewey number using the 092 tag. LC also has a local library of congress number which is the 090. Obviously, there are basic author and title values. Author information is typically in the 100 field. There are other author fields, all 1XX fields, such as the 110 for corporate author or 111 for meeting name.The title information is generally placed in the 245 field. There are lots of different title fields such as variant title (246), abbreviated title (210) and former title (247) for serials.Edition information is available in the 250 field to indicate if this is a 1st Edition, Large Print Edition, etc…Publication information is always in the 260. Here you may notice a couple of subfields. Anytime you see a pipe in the Sirsi system/cataloging module, it indicates a subfields. Subfields are used to break the data into categories essentially. The subfield “a” is assumed if there is no subfield at the beginning of a field. For the 260, the subfield “a” would contain the place of publication (New York, NY). The subfield “b” will always include the Publisher and the subfield “c” will contain the publication year. In the Sirsi system, your hitlist in the catalog will show a publication year. It is based on the Date field in the fixed fields OR on the 260, subfield “c” information if there is no data in the fixed fields.The 3XX and 5XX tags tend to be notes, descriptions, summaries, table of contents, etc…The 6XX tags, such as the 650 and 651, are used for subject headings. Here you can see that the 650 is your standard topical subject heading while the 651 is a geographic subject heading. A few other fields are 655 (Genre/Form), 656 (Occupation), 611 (Meeting Name)….Finally, we have in this record an added author in our 700 tag. In this case it is actually the illustrator. Let’s look at the Library of Congress web site so you can see where all of this information is documented.Now, let’s take a look at Workflows.Cataloging Toolbar.Item Search & Display vs. Cataloging wizards.Look at a record in edit mode.Move to next slide.



Record Indexing  

♦Factors that affect indexing of records: 
– Automation System Policies 
– MARC Indicators, Subfields & Data 

 
 

      
MARC INDICATORS DATA 

245 14 The management guide to internet 
resources/ |cByron J. Finch 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way your system policies are set can definitely affect how records are indexed. For instance, in the Sirsi system, we have keyword index, browse index and catalog format policies that indicate which tags are searchable by which index, what label to use when the cataloger uses certain indicators in the record, what subfields are searchable, what subfields will display, etc…These policies, though, work in conjunction with standards set forth in the MARC21 format. The MARC21 format outlines how indicators must be used in order for information to index in a certain way. This format will also tell you what information should go into which subfields for each tag.Here’s one example of a 245, title, field. The indicators are 1 and 4 (there are two positions). The first indicator indicates whether this 245 is the MAIN title that should be indexed or whether it’s an additional title field in the record that should NOT be indexed as the MAIN title in the system. The “1” indicates that it is the MAIN title while a “0” in this position would indicate that it is NOT the MAIN title. The second indicator for the 245 tells the system how many characters to skip before indexing the title. In this case, the title starts with THE and we don’t want to index the title under an article. Therefore, we will say that there are 4 characters to skip, the T, the H, the E and the space. By doing this, the system will put this title under Management in the browse index.Let’s look at these in  Workflows to see how they get assigned and how policies work together with these standards.



Call Number Records 

♦Classification Schemes 
– Dewey Decimal (082, 092) 
– SuDocs (086) 
– State Documents (086, 099) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know most of you understand call numbers so we’ll just discuss them briefly here. Academic institutions tend to use the Library of Congress call numbers. Again, those numbers are often found in the 050 or 090 tags of a bibliographic record. We use the other three classification systems listed here: Dewey, SuDoc and STATEDOC. The Dewey system is also used by our public libraries and those call numbers are generally found in the 082 or 092 of the bibliographic record.SuDocs is a classification scheme used for shelving federal documents. It is generally located in the 086 field of the bibliographic record if it’s assigned at all.Finally, we have our own local classification scheme for our state documents. We generally put this into the 086 or 099 fields in the bibliographic records. Also, in our collection, we have an internal document entitled “South Carolina State Documents Classification System” that explains how this system was developed. It was developed in 1986.



Dewey Decimal Numbers 
♦Classes 

500 = Natural Sciences 
♦Divisions 
 590 = Zoological 
       Sciences 
♦Subdivisions 
 598 = Reptiles & Birds 
♦Cutter Numbers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like the Library of Congress system, the first numbers in the Dewey number are based on subjects or classes.Here you can see the general classes. So, let’s say we had a book about birds.	Look for the class that birds would fall into, which would be the natural sciences. This falls in the 500’s.	Within these classes, there are different divisions. For Zoological Sciences, we would use 590.	Within these divisions, there are subdivisions. Reptiles & Birds fall specifically in the 598 subdivision.Look at Dewey web site: http://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries/deweysummaries.pdfThe cutter number is much like the LC cutter number. It is generally based on the author’s last name and a cutter table.Show the OCLC Cutter Program.We use the first four letters of the author’s last name.Another note about Dewey numbers: Many libraries use prefixes for things like reference, fiction, etc…



SuDoc Classification 

Agency· (Comme ce) 

\ 
series designation 

individ al 

report \ ber 

I 

3 

I 
Subagency· (Census) 

reportlse i es number 

Su Docs Classification Numbers 

A Agriculture Department 
C3. Census Bureau (Commerce Department) 

D Defense Department 
E Energy Department 

ED Education Department 
GA General Accounting Office 
GS General Services Administration 
HE Health and Human Services Department 

I Interior Department 
119. U.S. Geological Survey (Interior Department) 

J Justice Department 
Ju Judiciary 

L Labor Department 
LC Library of Congress 

NAS National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
S State Department 
Sl Smithsonian Institution 

T 22. Internal Revenue Service (Treasury Department) 
X, V Congress 
V4. Congressional Committees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SuDoc Classification scheme was developed for government documents.It starts off with an agency code and is followed by a subagency, if there is one.It’s then followed by the series designation, the report/series number and finally the individual report number.Look at a sample document.



State Documents Classification 
♦Adopted in 1970. 
♦Agency + Type of Publication  + Cutter 

Number (Title or Subject) 
♦Cutter Table taken from a Simplified 

Version for Florida Documents  
♦Years are often used in the Cutter if 

working with Annual publications. 
♦ http://www.lib.clemson.edu/govdocs/SCDo

cs/Sccall.htm 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The STATEDOC Classification was devised by the State Library in 1970. Revised in 1982.It provides an alphabetic scheme by agency with form division numbers to indicate the type of publication.A cutter table is used from Florida. The first part of the cutter is a letter (the first letter of the title). The second part is a number based on the second, third and possibly fourth letters in the title. 

http://www.lib.clemson.edu/govdocs/SCDocs/Sccall.htm
http://www.lib.clemson.edu/govdocs/SCDocs/Sccall.htm


Examples 
♦Title = Annual Report 
♦Author/Agency = SC Energy Office 
♦Call Number = B8595GEne 1.2004 
 
♦Title = Disaster Recovery Best Efforts 
♦Author/Agency = SC Division of the State 

Chief Information Officer 
♦Call Number = B8595Ch 2.D47 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first example, B8595GEne stands for the SC Energy Office (it’s a sub agency of Budget & Control Board). It’s the Agency designation.The number 1 indicates the type of material = Annual Report	1=Annual Report	2=General	3=Serials	4=Circulars, Folders, Maps	5=Laws	6=Rules, Regulations, Instructions	7=Releases: News	8=Handbooks, Manuals, Guides, Directories,  Yearbooks	9=Proceedings, Meetings, JournalsBecause it is an annual report, the final part of the call number is the year.The second call number:The agency number is B8595Ch (it’s a sub agency of the Budget & Control Board which is B8595).The number 2 stands for a general publication.The D is from the first word of the title, Disaster.The last two numbers, 4 + 7, come from the second and third letters in the title. You reference the Florida cutter table.



Copy Cataloging 
♦ Definition: Adapting a copy of the original cataloging 

produced by another library. For example, 
downloading and editing records from a bibliographic 
utility like OCLC, adapting them for use within a local 
OPAC. 
 
 Vendor Supplied Records 
 Z39.50 Connections 
 Batch Loading 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
History – Search for Copy Cataloging and History yielded documents as far back as the 70’s. 1990 article indicated that copy cataloging was done from CD-ROMs (probably the large towers). Now, obviously you can do this via web portals and Z39.50 destinations. Around early 1990’s, Z39.50 was being developed and talked about.Most libraries are not interested in doing their own original cataloging of materials unless it’s a local author or something special to their collection.Therefore, the majority of libraries now use some form of copy cataloging to import bibliographic and authority records into their local database.There are three methods that libraries use for doing this.	Vendor Supplied Records – These may be brief on order records that come with your order. Baker & Taylor is known 	for doing this. Typically, then, the records would be overlaid later with full bibliographic records. One of the other  	methods would then come into play (Z39.50 or Batch Loading). With Vendor Supplied Records, though, you would 	import the records from a disk or ftp them from a location on a server using a utility. In Sirsi, it’s the MarcImport 	utility. Then you would load the records using a report. In Sirsi, it’s the Load Bibliographic Records report. I’ll show 	you how this works in just a minute.	Z39.50 Connections – These are connections set up via the policies in your automation system. You connect to 	another library, a vendor or just a third-party like OCLC to capture records one at a time. In Sirsi, we call this 	SmartPort or Search Source. You have the option of replacing a record you’ve just been working with (replace current 	record) OR you can use match points to overlay a record already in the system that has a certain control number 	(isbn, oclc, etc…). I’ll demonstrate this in just a minute.	Batch loading can take place in conjunction with vendor supplied records and Z39.50 OR you may be connecting to a 	third-party product, such as OCLC Connexion. In this case, you are gathering records and manipulating them using the 	Connexion interface. Then records are exported to a file so they can be imported and loaded into the local online 	catalog.Let’s go through each scenario using the Sirsi system so you can see what we do. 



Vendor Supplied Records 
♦ Receive disk from 

vendor with on-order 
or full bibliographic 
records. 

♦ Import the records into 
your automation 
system via an import 
utility. 

♦ Load Bibliographic 
records into the 
catalog using a report. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like I said, with vendor supplied disks, you will get them with orders generally.They may be brief records that you have to overlay later or they could be complete records. It depends on what kind of plan you have with the vendor.In any case, you will use MarcImport to import the records from disk/computer to the server.Demonstrate.This places the records into the MarcImport directory on the server which is where the Load Bibliographic Records report will look for records that haven’t been loaded yet.The final step is to run the Load Bibliographic Records report.Review briefly the options.Run the report and show them the imported records.



Z39.50 Standard 
♦ Definition: A national standard defining a protocol for 

Computer-to-computer information retrieval. Z39.50 
makes it possible for a user in one system to search and 
retrieve information from other computer systems (that 
have also implemented Z39.50) without knowing the 
search syntax that is used by those other systems.  

♦ To Connection: 
 IP or Domain Name  Port 
 Database Name   Authentication 
 Features Supported   Protocol 
 Licensing Restrictions  Search Name Mapping 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Z39.50 in Sirsi is referred to as SmartPort or Smart Source. It shows up as a wizard/function within the software. This is likely the case with most automation systems. There will either be something within the software that allows the cataloger to make a Z39.50 connection somewhere OR they may have a standalone piece of software that does this for them.Generally, the connections will be to LC, OCLC, ITSMARC and other vendors that offer this type of connection to retrieve catalog records.Some vendors charge by the amount of time you are connected. Others charge based on how many records you import. It just depends on your agreement with them.In addition, some vendors will have dedicated IP addresses that you use to connect (which means you can always connect) while others may not offer this (this means you might get kicked out or not be able to connect at certain times of the day).Sirsi delivers a connection to LC and to a demo of OCLC Worldcat.Here at the State Library, we use this to connect to the full version of OCLC Worldcat that we pay for.You connect and find the record you’re looking for. You try to find it in the  most direct method possible.You capture the record using a set of preferences that can be set up on the PC level so you don’t have to input them over and over again.In Sirsi, there are two options.	You can replace the current record. So, whichever record you last looked at in the catalog will be the one overlaid. 	The Z39.50 connection will tell you what record you will overlay before you do it so you can choose to cancel if it’s 	incorrect.	You can also use match points such as an ISBN, OCLC #, LCCN or ISSN. It will look for this number in the title control 	# field of the record. If it finds a match, it will tell you what it matched on and you can choose to overlay or not. If it 	doesn’t find a match, it will load a new record. You will set this up as a hierarchy since different types of records may 	use different title control #’s.Demonstrate replace current and match points.The information needed to make Z39.50 connections generally consists of the IP/Domain Name, Port, Database Name, Authentication, Features, Protocol, Licensing Information and Type of Search Name Mapping.  You will get this information from the System Administrator at the site and program it into your Z39.50 policies.



Z39.50 Connections 
♦ LOC 
♦ OCLC 
♦ Library Catalogs 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We already looked at a few connections via SmartPort, such as LC, OCLC and other Library Catalogs. You could also have Z39.50 connections set up in the public catalog for the purposes of ILL. This way patrons can see, for instance, if a local University has the book they are looking for before they submit an ILL request. Sometimes too they may see that it’s at USC or College of Charleston and they can include that on their ILL request to make it a little easier for us to track the material down.



Authority Control 

♦From http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/: 
 
 “The MARC21 Format for Authority Data 

is designed to be a carrier for information 
concerning the authorized forms of names 
and subjects and subdivisions to be used as 
references to the authorized forms, and the 
interrelationships among these forms.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authority Control Data is also governed by Library of Congress’ MARC21 Format. Authority data is designed to be a carrier of information that concerns the authorized forms of names or subjects used as references.You will often here authority records referred to as cross references because this is how patrons view the information.This is the most popular and most useful form of authority records.Authority records are also used to document the authorized forms of names and subjects. This is primarily to the catalogers benefit so that when Library of Congress changes their mind about the authorized form of a subject heading, the cataloger can just change the authority record and then an indexing program runs overnight to update the bibliographic records.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/


Authority Agenda 

♦Significance of Authority Records 
♦Elements of an Authority Record 
♦Downloading Authorities 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviously the availability of cross references is the most useful part of authority work. So, if an author writes under a different name, you can cross reference both names so patrons will be able to find all of the works by an individual.Subject cross references are of course very useful as patrons may not always know the proper subject term for something. Or they may need to narrow the scope of their search. For instance, searching for “cancer” would return tons of information at most libraries. A cross references could point them toward a specific type of cancer or give them search advice.Look up “cancer” in the catalog.



Elements of an Authority Record 
♦ Fixed Fields 

– Authtype 
– Subj_Use 
– Ser_Use 
– Name_Use 

 
♦ Authorized Term (100, 110, 150) 
♦ See From References (4XX, 5XX) 
♦ Source Data Found 
♦ Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authority records are much like bibliographic records. They have fixed field data and different numbered MARC tags that represent different types of information.In Sirsi, there are four specific fixed fields that must be coded properly or the authority record will not show up as a cross reference in the online catalog.The Authtype field will indicate whether this is an “authorized” record or just a “provisional” record (in review). In general, this field will always be coded with an “a” to indicate “authorized” unless you are at a larger institution where a supervisor reviews the authority work before putting their stamp of approval on the record.The Subj-Use, Ser-Use and Name-Use fields are coded with an “a” or a “b”. “A” indicates yes. “B” indicates no. So, if the authority record is set up to serve as a reference for an author’s name, the subj_use and ser_use fields would be coded with a “b” and the name_use field would be coded with an “a.” This tells the system which index to post the authority record to – the LCNAME or the LCSUBJECT index.AUTH_TYPE does have other possible values but they involve unestablished headings which most libraries would rarely use.Subj_use refers to Subject, Name_use refers to Personal Name/Author and Ser_Use refers to Series. Most libraries do not bother with setting up a separate authority index for series.Within the authority record itself, you will have numbered tags that look very similar to the bib records. Authorized headings will all fall into the 1XX category, though. For instance, if you are authorizing an author, you will use the 100 tag just like in the bib record BUT to authorize a subject heading, you will use a 150 or 151, etc… These correspond with the 650, 651, etc… tags in the bib record.Cross references generally fall into the 4XX and 5XX categories. We’ll talk about the difference in just a minute. In most cases, though, both the 4XX and 5XX tags will have the label of “see from.” Source Data is included to indicate the source in which the information (aka cross reference) came from. In many cases it will be Library of Congress.Finally, notes can be valuable for indicates search advice to patrons. We’ll look at some examples.



Sample Authority Record 
Description MARC Data 

Authorized 
Term 
(Subject) 

150 Cancer 

Complex See 
Also 
Reference 

360 |isubdivision|aCancer|iunder individual 
organs and regions of the body, 
e.g.|aFoot--Cancer 

See From  450 Cancers 

See From 450 Carcinoma 

See From 450 Malignancy (Cancer) 

See From 450 Malignant tumors 

See From 550 Tumors|wg 

Source Data 
Found 

670 LC database, Aug. 25, 1994|b(cancers) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a sample record.Here were are authorizing the subject heading of “cancer” and provided some cross references to other terms that patrons might search on.The 360 is another cross reference field. In this case, it is showing that a subdivision of cancer might be the individual organs and regions of the body that cancer can affect. For instance, Foot Cancer.The 450’s and 550 show other references to the term “cancer.” The 550 has a subfield “w” indicating that this is a narrower term for “cancer.” In some systems, you will see text that says “see narrower term” or “see broader term” based on the subfields and policies.The 670 indicates the source where and when the data was found. So, in 1994, the LC database authorized the term “cancers” as an authorized heading.Browse a few authorities in Workflows. You’ll see that the 4XX fields don’t show. These are non-authorized forms of the subject or name. You can, however, search on an unauthorized name and it will point you toward the authorized form of the  name. Thus, the reason for putting 4XX references into an authority record.Show their display in the online catalog.Show another online catalog to demonstrate that catalogs can be configured differently.



Downloading Authorities 

♦Same methods for importing bibliographic 
records: 
– Vendor Supplied Records 

• Additionally: Authority Processing by Vendors 
– Z39.50 Connections 
– Batch Loading from Source (e.g. OCLC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You import authority records in the same way you import bibliographic records.You may receive them from a vendor. The difference here is that you won’t be getting brief authority records from the vendor at the time of ordering. In general, you would contract out to have a vendor do authority processing on your entire database.If you are a Sirsi site and you do this, you will run a report called Prep MARC Records for Export. You can choose all of the records or just portions of the database based on call number ranges, item types and/or locations. You could also base it on when the bibliographic records were created. For instance, if you sent newer records out for processing every year or every quarter.You would then use a utility called MarcExport to ftp the file of records to the server. The vendor would then pick those records up off the server or you would ftp the records off your server to theirs.They would send them back and you would go through the process of importing using MarcImport and then Load Bibliographic Records.Some Z39.50 connections will offer authority records. If so, you could make a connection to the site and look for authority records instead of bibliographic records.Finally, third-party software can also provide access to authority records. For instance, we use OCLC Connexion not only for copying bibliographic records but also authority records.NOTE: You could import bibliographic and authority records all from one file or from one disk. In Sirsi, the import utility will separate them into two files on the server. Then you would run Load Bibliographic Records to load the bibs and you would run Load Authority Records to load the authority file.Demonstrate MarcImport and Load Authority Records.



Cataloging Digital Materials 
 

♦ Types of Materials: 
– Electronic documents 
– Online journals 
– Digital images & 

collections 
– Web sites 
– Digital audio & video 

clips 

 
♦ Access Methods: 

– 856 Electronic Access 
(MARC) 

– DUBLINCORE 
Metadata Schema 

– Additional schemas: 
MODS, TEI, EAD, 
VRA, etc… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An emerging cataloging standard in the last few years has been metadata. This is being used for digital materials.It is not as standardized as MARC records. There are actually several different formats for metadata depending on the type of institution you are and the type of data you are hoping to provide.For instance, most public libraries would use the DUBLINCORE standard while academic libraries would generally use the MODS metadata. DUBLINCORE was developed by OCLC. MODS was developed by LC. They are very similar, though.You would use a metadata record to catalog web documents, online journals, digital images, web sites, streaming audio/video, etc…These types of records are typically used in conjunction with some type of archiving or content management software.You can just use the MARC format and insert an 856, Electronic Access, tag. This is how we are currently providing access to digital materials through our catalog. Your display of information is somewhat limited and this is just a quick and easy way to provide access.If you wish to present a digital collection and make it interactive for users, using software and metadata to catalog the materials is the best way.



856 MARC Tag 

♦Example: 
 
856: |uhttp://www.statelibrary.sc.gov/|zSouth 

 Carolina State Library Web Site 
 

♦ Indicators effect the labeling of the 856: 
 Library of Congress 856 Guidelines 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
856 is the number for the MARC tag that identifies electronic resources.One example would be if we wanted to catalog a website, such as the state library’s web site.The subfield “u” is used to store the URL. The subfield “z” can be used as a public note. Some library catalogs may be set up to only show the subfield “z” with a hyperlink to the information stored in the subfield “u.” The indicators used for the 856 will effect the labeling of the field in the online catalog. For instance, if the first indicator is a zero, it indicates that an email link is being provided and the label will read “Email.” If the first indicator is a four, it will use the label of HTTP. If nothing is specified, most catalogs will insert a generic label of  “Electronic Access.” See the LOC 856 guidelines for more information about the indicators and subfields. 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/ecbdhold.html


E' a to her papa : as sung b little Cordelia Ho ard in her original character of .. The gentle 
Uncle Tom•s Ca in. 

C mp ser: Howard, G. C. (George Cunnibell) 1820-1887 

Lyrics: When your daughters taen away (first line of text) 

C ntri ut rs: Sto\•Ve, Harriet Beecher1 811-1896 

Pu lisher: Horace Waters 

Pu licati n Date: 1853 

D scripti n: Eva to her papa : as sung by little Cordelia Ho\il/ard in 
her original character of"The gentle Eva" in Uncle Tom's 
Cabin I words and music written ... by Geo. C. Howard. 
Song for voice and piano. 
First line of text: When you daughters taen av.;ay. 

F rmat: 1 score (5 p.) : port. ; 36 em. 

Su jects: Songs with piano 
Abolitionists--United States--Songs and music 
Popular music--United States 
African Americans--Songs and music 

C pyright: Permissions/Copyright Statement for Sheet Music 

DigitaiiD: d p 1- hac-0 0 0 6 6. d c 

OCLC R c rd ID: 13379395 

C I i cl< to view images: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s one example of a DUBLINCORE record.  Labeled fields are used instead of MARC tags. So, when the cataloger created this metadata record, they did not look at fields like the 100, 245, 260, etc… They just had labeled fields where they filled in the data. And, in most cases, they would have no need to use indicators or subfields to divide up information. It’s more of a free text record.This example is from the Detroit Public Library. They have created a sheet music collection using an open source software product called Greenstone.



Basic DUBLINCORE Elements 
♦ http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/ 
 
♦ Title 
♦ Creator 
♦ Subject 
♦ Description 
♦ Publisher 
♦ Contributor 
♦ Date 

 
 
♦ Type/Format 
♦ Identifier 
♦ Source 
♦ Language 
♦ Relation 
♦ Coverage 
♦ Rights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an official website that describes the DUBLINCORE standard. Some of the elements you’ll find in a DUBLINCORE record would be title, creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor, data, type/format, identifier (digital ID), source, language, relation (to other documents in a collection, for instance), coverage and rights.Go back one slide and look at the example.

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/


Greenstone Digital Library 
Software 

♦Open Source Software 
♦ http://www.greenstone.org/ 
♦Examples: 

– Auburn University Libraries Digital Library 
– Detroit Public Library: E. Azalia Hackley 

Collection 
– iArchives (Californian) 
– Writing University Digital Archive (Iowa) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenstone is an open source piece of software which means you can use it for free. You download it from their website and agree to their license restrictions.Let’s look around at the website and then we’ll look at specific examples.On the website, point out the download and tutorial options on the home page.Show the examples section to highlight the different types of libraries using this software.Docs will take you to users’ manuals. You will also find tutorial exercises and teaching material here. Again, it’s all free.FAQs is just that, a section of frequently asked questions about Greenstone.Support will repeat some of the information found under the other sections. This is the customer support section of the web site so you’ll fine the FAQs and Documents here again. You will also find a listserv you can sign up for, a mailing list, the customer support form and more information about training.Now, go to these examples and look around.Auburn – Choose the Postcard collection. Search for Huntsville. Look at the courthouse.Detroit Public Library – Choose first search option. Then Browse by Subject. Choose African American – Women. Two brief records show on a hit list. Choose the first one.iArchives – Newspaper archive. Choose the Californian. Look at Dates. Choose 1879. Choose the first volume and first page. PDFs.Writing University – Audio Archive. Title browse. Choose first one. Shows metadata. Choose “play recording.” Opens Windows Media.

http://www.greenstone.org/
http://diglib.auburn.edu/gsdl/cgi-bin/library?a=p&p=home
http://www.thehackley.org/about.html
http://www.thehackley.org/about.html
http://64.90.195.24/gsdl_cnp/cgi-bin/cnp
http://iwp.info-science.uiowa.edu/cgi-bin/library


Additional Archiving/CM 
Software Packages 

 
♦OCLC ContentDM (Wisconsin Historical 

Society) 
♦Sirsi Hyperion (Schaumburg Township) 
♦Sirsi Rooms (Charleston County Public) 
♦Auto-Graphics Digital Archiving Package 
♦ Innovative Interfaces (Metasource) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OCLC ContentDM is another popular tool. Example: Wisconsin Historical Society. Choose Archaeology. Choose Shipwrecks. Choose Great Lakes Shipwrecks. Explore Wrecks. List of Wrecks. Work your way down.Sirsi has two products. Hyperion is an archiving tool that uses DUBLINCORE records and gets linked directly in with the catalog in most cases. Example: Schaumburg Township. They’ve done a lot of customization. Show the  hierarchy of data.Sirsi also offers a content management solution which uses XML data and Flash effects rather than DUBLINCORE data. Example: Charleston County Public. They still have it tied into the catalog and this will be even more the case when Sirsi comes out with their EPS online catalog. Rooms will be much more integrated. Research by Subject is the link CCPL is using in their catalog.Most automation vendors are developing or have developed these type of products. Auto-Graphics has a CM software package that’s part of their Agent suite. Innovative has a product called Metasource.

http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/turningpoints/
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/turningpoints/
http://www.stdl.org/ourcatalog.asp


What Librarians are Talking 
About 
 
Newer Topics: 
♦ Library of Congress’ FRBR Display Tool 
♦ International Authority Records 
♦ 13 Digit ISBNs 

– What can SIRSI users do? 
♦ Blogs, Listservs, etc.. Should they be cataloged? 
 
Ongoing Discussions: 
♦ Digital Collections 
♦ In-House versus Outsourcing Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRBR is a tool that can be used to display related bibliographic records together on one screen.For instance, VTLS has implemented the FRBR standards. They use a tree structure so that a user can look at one “version” of a work (such as the sound recording for Beethoven’s 6th Symphony) and then use the tree structure to see other versions that are cataloged separately, such as the sheet music.See VTLS powerpoint.Show Library of Congress’ FRBR Display Tool.Note that catalogs can exist with FRBR and non-FRBR records.IFLA is discussing methods for creating international authority records to be used by everyone. Eventually this will become the norm with copy cataloging tools such as OCLC Connexion. There will then be one authority record that houses different languages for the authorized term. For instance, an authority record for Mark Twain that includes cross references to the french and spanish versions of his name. This could be handy for libraries that serve populations with this need. I perceive indexing problems.13 Digit ISBNs are now supported and automation systems have had to make changes in the software to allow for this change. Started October 1, 2004. Deadline for conversion for automation vendors is January 2007.Should we catalog blogs, online discussion groups, etc… if they contain valuable data on a topic? Who decides? Who is going to scan the internet for these resources? How will they be cataloged?Ongoing discussions include digital collections. This includes a discussion of metadata schemas, how digital collections should be organized and the software available. We’ve discussed this briefly.Outsourcing is often a topic for discussion when it comes to technical services. A lot of libraries are evaluating the cost effectively of outsourcing certain pieces of technical services. 

http://www.vtls.com/Corporate/FRBR.shtml
http://www.library.yale.edu/cataloging/authorities/acig2005program.html
http://www.niso.org/standards/resources/ISBN.html
http://www.infohio.org/UC/HelpArchive/CAT02413digitISBNs.html


Keeping up  
♦There are so many emerging standards and 

topics for discussion. How do I keep up? 
– Trade Journals 
– Online Searches 
– Library of Congress & OCLC Web Sites 
– Listservs 
– Release Notes for Automation System 
– Talking with Librarians at various types of 

institutions 
– The State Library 



 
 
 
 
 

Questions? Comments? 



 
 
 

Thank you for coming! 
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